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sires for love and power drive them to ex-
tremes of nobility and betrayal. Fans of
epic fantasy should appreciate this lavish-
ly detailed sequel to A Game of Thrones
(Spectra, 1996). Recommended for most
fantasy collections.

Weber, David. Worlds of Honor.
Baen, dist. by S. & S. Feb. 1999. c.352~.
ISBN O-671-57786-7. $21.

A desperate appeal from a grief-striE:en
treecat  leads Dr. Scott MacDallan  to a
startling discovery in Linda Evans’s ‘The
Stray,” the first in this collection of five sto-
ries set in the far-future universe that serves
as the background for the Honor Haning-
ton series. Series author Weber contributes
a pair of tales involving the empathic bond
between treecats  and their chosen humans
(“What Price Dreams” and ‘The Hard Way
Home”), while Jane Lindskold explores the
early days of a young queen in “Queen’s
Gambit.” Recommended for sf collections,
with particular appeal for fans of Weber’s
popular novels featuring Honor Harrington
(Echoes of Honor, LJ 9/15/98).

Modesitt, L.E., Jr. Colors of Chaos.
Tor. Jan. 1999.  ISBN 0-312-
86767-0. $27.95. FANTASY

When the tension between the lands gov-
erned by the mages of chaos and the order-
ruled Isle of Recluce escalates into full-
fledged war, Cerryl-newly ordained as
full mage of the White Orderdiscovers
his true calling as reconciler. A direct se-
quel to The White Order (LJ 3/15/94),set
at the same time as the events portrayed in
The Magic Engineer (LJ 3/15/94), Mode-
sitt’s latest novel in his "Recluce" series
views the conflict from the other side, as
Chaos struggles to prevent the forces of
Order from gaining ultimate victory The
author’s skills portraying the  humanity  of
characters who possess the power to de-
stroy others with a thought adds a level of
verisimilitude and immediacy rarely found
in grand-scale fantasy. A strong addition to
fantasy collections.

Cherryh, C.J. Fortress of Owls.
HarperPrism:  HarperCollins.  Jan. 1999.
c.384~. ISBN O-06-105054-7. $24.

FANTASY

As a creature summoned by an ancient spell
to answer the need of the land of Ylesuin,
the young man called only Tristan has no
past. As the newly appointed Duke of Ame-
fel, however, he discovers that his future in-
volves taking part in an intricate and possi-
bly dangerous game of politics and war in
order to preserve the friends and people he
has come to love. The third installment of
Cherryh’s Fortress series (Fortress of Ea-
gles, HarperCollins,  1998) continues the
tale of an ingenuous hero whose instincts
for truth and unfolding knowledge of magic
bring him ever closer to his destiny. The au-
thor’s accomplished storytelling and

leisurely pacing lend an allegorical quality
to a fantasy epic that explores the dual na-
ture of truth and illusion. Recommended for
most fantasy collections.

Anthony, Piers & Julie Brady.
Dream a Little Dream.

Tor. Jan. 1999. c.304~.  ISBN 0-312-
86466-3. $23.95. FAhTASY

Retreating from the abuse and misery that
characterize their everyday existence,
Nola and Tina seek refuge in a world of
lucid dreams only to find that their dream
world lies in peril from those who would
crush all hope. Veteran sf and fantasy au-
thor Anthony and first-time novelist Brady
collaborate in this fantasy adventure that
uses the quixotic nature of dreams as a
background for a modern-day pilgrimage
of hope. For large fantasy collections.

Fitch, Marina. The Border.
Ace: Berkley. Jan. 1999. c.320~.  ISBN
O-441-00594-2. pap. $5.99. FANTASY

Alone and pregnant, Rosa sets out to cross
the U.S.-Mexico border in search of her fa-
ther and sister. Accompanied by a
guardian spirit, a woman named Luz, Rosa
encounters problems in her border cross-
ing that only help from unearthly sources
can overcome. Fitch’s (Seventh Heart,
Ace, 1997) luminous prose and graceful
storytelling lend power to this low-key,
contemporary fantasy that investigates the
boundaries that separate nation from
nation, person from person, and the living
from the dead. Suitable for most fantasy
and speculative fiction collections.

Nasir, Jamil. Tower of Dreams.
Spectra: Bantam. Jan. 1999. c.24Op.
ISBN o-553-58089-2. pap. $5.99. S F

American Blaine Ramsey works as a
dream-digger, discovering cultural icons
for use in corporate advertising. When a
powerful image of an exotic Egyptian
woman captures not only his sleeping but
also his waking hours, Ramsey pursues
his vision deep into the heart of a dying
2lst-century  Cairo. Nasir’s (Quasar,
Spectra, 199.5) latest novel combines the
heady surrealism of his hero’s dreamquest
with the stark fatalism of his future ver-
sion of the Middle East. Suitable for most
sf collections.

Bowes, Richard. Minions of the Moon.
Tor. Feb. 1999. c.320~.  ISBN 0-312-
86566-X. $23.95. FANCASY

As a child growing up in Boston in the
195Os,  Kevin Grierson discovers that he
possesses an alternate self-a cold, callous
Shadow-being who deals with the harsh
realities and dangers of life and, more
often than not, seems to leave chaos and
trouble in his wake. Bowes’s first novel, a
reworking of a decade’s worth of short sto-
ries, describes the sometimes poignant,
sometimes disturbing life of a man who

dwells on the edge of reality. Kevin’s
struggle to come to terms with his lover’s
slow death from AIDS and to find a way
to reconcile himself with his doppelgtiger
take on the mythic overtones of a modem-
day fable in this solid piece of magicreal-
ism suitable for large libraries.

Sheckley, Robert. Godshome.
Tor. Jan. 1999. c.240~.  ISBN 0-312-
86804-9. $22.95. FANTASY

When mythology professor Arthur Fenn
finds himself facing financial disaster, he
invites a bevy of forgotten deities toEarth
to solve his dilemma-a move that
plunges the universe into chaos. Though a
few witty moments enliven this tale of the
return of the lesser gods, Sheckley’s
tongue-in-cheek fantasy suffers from a
haphazard plot and lackluster characters.
A marginal purchase for large libraries.

Moscoe,  Mike. The First Casualty.
Ace: Berkley. Jan. 1999. c.336~.  ISBN
O-441-00593-4. pap. $5.99.

As the Society of Humanity and the &ty
Party wage a war in the far reaches of
space, soldiers on both sides of the battle
realize the bitter truth that underlies a con-
flict based on profit and power. Moscoe’s
(Lost Days, Ace, 1998) fast-paced military
sf adventure presents a grim look at the re-
ality of war and the cost to those who risk
their lives for the causes of others. A good
choice for most sf collections.

Gardner, Jam&  Alan. Vigilant.
Eos: Avon. Mar. 1999. c.384~.  ISBN O-
380-80208-2.  pap. $5.99.

Faye Smallwood, a new member o&e
universal monitoring agency known as the
Vigil, becomes a target for assassination as
part of a conspiracy to conceal a secret
source of technology located on her home-
world. The latest novel by the author of
Commitment Hour (LJ 3115198)  features a
quick-witted heroine whose self-deprecat-
ing narrative  lends a personal touch to this
blend of mystery and high-tech thriller. For
most sf collections.

Partridge, Norman. Wildest Dreams:
A Horror Novel.

Subterranean. 1998. c.200~.  ISBN I-
892284-00-6. $40. FANTASY

Born with the ability to see ghosts, pro-
fessional assassin Clay Saunders chooses
his targets carefully. His caution, however,
does not prepare him for his latest victim,
a Satanic cult leader who refuses to remain
dead. The author of Slippin’  info Darkness
(Kensington, 1996) offers a grim and often
gory tale of an antihero caught in a des-
perate attempt to rescue a ghostly child
from a fate worse than death. Graphic  vi-
olence, explicit sex, and a prohibit&e price
tag may limit the audience for this
macabre novel. Large libraries may want
to wait for a trade paperback edition.
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